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Alias Grace
Post-Colonial Literatures in English, together with
English Literature and American Literature, form one
of the three major groupings of literature in English,
and, as such, are widely studied around the world.
Their significance derives from the richness and
variety of experience which they reflect. In three
volumes, this Encyclopedia documents the history
and development of this body of work and includes
original research relating to the literatures of some
50 countries and territories. In more than 1,600
entries written by more than 600 internationally
recognized scholars, it explores the effect of the
colonial and post-colonial experience on literatures
in English worldwide.
"Fourteen brilliant new reviews from" "the author of
"A Love of Reading." Passionate, thought provoking,
and witty. A Love of Reading, the Second Collection"
contains 14 new reviews of modern classics from a
discriminating, highly entertaining, and prodigiously
well-read guide. In a stimulating selection, ranging
from Margaret Atwood's "Alias Grace" to Zadie
Smith's "White Teeth," and from Charles Frazier's
"Cold Mountain" to Sheri Holman's "The Dress
Lodger," popular literary critic Robert Adams skilfully
interweaves a nimble and enlightening discussion of
plot, theme, and characterization with fascinating
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historical, biographical, and literary context. Adams
is repeatedly drawn to the spectacle of less-thanperfect humans making their way in a hostile world,
and as a result his reviews are a hugely satisfying
mix of rich pathos and abundant humour. In the
words of the "Calgary Herald," they are "a
bibliophile's dream."
In this astonishing new work by the author of the
bestselling The Robber Bride and Cat's Eye,
Margaret Atwood re-creates a mysterious and
disturbing murder and breathes new life into one of
the most enigmatic and notorious women of the
nineteenth century. Grace Marks has been convicted
for her involvement in the vicious murders of her
employer, the wealthy Thomas Kinnear, and his
housekeeper, Nancy Montgomery. Years later, Dr.
Simon Jordan--an up-and-coming expert in the
burgeoning field of mental illness--listens to Grace's
story, from her family's difficult passage from Ireland
to Canada, to her time as a maid in Thomas
Kinnear's household. As Grace relives her past,
Jordan draws her closer to a dark maze of
relationships and her lost memories of the day her
life was shattered. Superbly evoking a century past,
and alive with mesmerizing storytelling, Alias Grace
is vintage Atwood.
Seminar paper from the year 2009 in the subject
English - Literature, Works, grade: 1,0, University of
Göttingen (SEP), course: Representation of History
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in Contemporary British and Postcolonial Literature,
language: English, abstract: [...] A reviewer once has
called Alias Grace “the doctoral dissertation that
Atwood did not complete, a tour de force rendition of
nineteenth century Canadian social life.” In fact, the
authoress had done some proper historical research,
and definitely the better part of the novel's attraction
“emanates from its basis in the truth, and the sheer
impossibility of tracking down that truth.” The title
itself already alludes to the difficulty of finding out the
true identity of the historical person Grace Marks:
“The title signals a disturbing absence of the original
behind the name. [...] This novel recognizes that no
written [...] history allows either the real women's
voice nor the true story of the past to be recovered.”
The traditional modernist view of history depends on
a belief in and a pursuit of objectivity. In her novels,
Atwood often challenges these modernist views. As
a consequence, the reader is rather confronted with
different, even contradictory versions of one and the
same story. Until its very end the novel refuses to
deliver an unambiguous and unmistakable
reconstruction of the events at Richmond Hill. So
Alias Grace is not only concerned with history just
because the plot is set in the past, but also the
issues 'memory', 'historical truth' and the
'reconstruction of historical events' form a thematic
constellation that plays a crucial role in the novel.
The aim of this paper is supposed to discuss the
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question of how Atwood deals with the
representation of history and historical 'truth' in her
novel Alias Grace, thus offering a general
questioning of the truthfulness and objectivity of
historical accounts. For this purpose it seems to be
appropriate to touch on briefly the narrative
construction of the novel. The prominent role
reconstruction of history plays in the novel, becomes
already apparent in the fact that the better part of the
plot is set nearly two decades after the events that
are to be reconstructed, so that any occupation with
the murders in the novel itself must be a
retrospective one. Not one single narrator, but a
“plethora of voices” unfold the story in a
multiperspective narrative situation. After having
introduced the most influential recent theoretical
concepts on the relationship of historical and literary
writing, each narrative perspective is to be discussed
in more detail in the following chapters to find out
how they all work together in a kind of “narrative
patchwork.” [...] Aus der Einleitung
Before The Testaments, there was The Handmaid’s
Tale: an instant classic and eerily prescient cultural
phenomenon, from “the patron saint of feminist
dystopian fiction” (New York Times). The
Handmaid’s Tale is a novel of such power that the
reader will be unable to forget its images and its
forecast. Set in the near future, it describes life in
what was once the United States and is now called
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the Republic of Gilead, a monotheocracy that has
reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining
birthrate by reverting to, and going beyond, the
repressive intolerance of the original Puritans. The
regime takes the Book of Genesis absolutely at its
word, with bizarre consequences for the women and
men in its population. The story is told through the
eyes of Offred, one of the unfortunate Handmaids
under the new social order. In condensed but
eloquent prose, by turns cool-eyed, tender,
despairing, passionate, and wry, she reveals to us
the dark corners behind the establishment’s calm
facade, as certain tendencies now in existence are
carried to their logical conclusions. The Handmaid’s
Tale is funny, unexpected, horrifying, and altogether
convincing. It is at once scathing satire, dire warning,
and a tour de force. It is Margaret Atwood at her
best.
???????????2000????????????·???????????????,??
???19????????????????????????,????????????????
???????????,????????????,?????????????????????
????????
For the first time in the literary tradition, the contemporary
woman's historical novel (post-1970) is surveyed from a
transnational feminist perspective. Analyzing the maternal
(the genre's central theme) reveals that historical fiction is a
transnational feminist means for challenging historical
erasures, silences, normative sexuality, political exclusion,
and divisions of labor. (Series: Contributions to Transnational
Feminism - Vol. 5)
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Seminar paper from the year 2015 in the subject Literature Canada, grade: 2,0, language: English, abstract: The aim of
this term paper is to exemplify the central key features in
Postmodernism and to analyse in how far Margaret Atwood
manages to make use of them in her novel "Alias Grace."
Besides, I will concentrate on Atwood's strategies to integrate
the postmodern features into the novel and to illustrate them
to the reader. The first part of the term paper will be
concerned with a general overview of Genette's categories of
discourse-oriented Narratology and the postmodern features
Fragmentation, Subjectivity, Indeterminacy and Alienation.
More precisely, I will define these features and will
concentrate on the most important characteristics which can
be linked to the novel. I will mention Genette's Narrative
Theory because it is especially important when dealing with
Fragmentation. The second part will be concerned with these
postmodern features with reference to "Alias Grace."
Concerning Fragmentation, I am going to illustrate the
interchanging narratives in the novel. When dealing with
Subjectivity, I will analyse in how far different narratives of the
story are subjective. By pointing out several passages in
which open questions remain and the reader has to interpret
on his own, I will discuss Indeterminacy. After doing so, I am
going to point out in how far Fragmentation, Subjectivity and
Indeterminacy lead to an Alienation of the reader. At the end
of the term paper, a conclusion will be drawn in which one
can see in how far Atwood uses postmodern elements in her
novel.
??????:???;????????;????;???????;???;????;??????
By the author of The Handmaid's Tale and Alias Grace
Curious Pursuits is a collection of personal essays, book
reviews and articles from the fierce, ingenious mind of
Margaret Atwood, ranging from 1970 to the present. Atwood
remembers moving to London as a starry-eyed teenager in
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1964 and her first attempts at gardening; she discusses
feminist utopias in fiction, and writes moving odes on beloved
classics like Anne of Green Gables. Personal life and fiction
are shelved side by side in this revealing, insightful collection
of Atwood's non-fiction writing. PRAISE FOR Curious
Pursuits 'A goldmine' Sunday Times 'Reminds one that
Atwood is a superbly funny (as well as serious) writer; her wit
is winningly relaxed and genial as well as sharp' Spectator
'The glimpses into the writing process and her reflections on
identity will delight fans of her novels, who will also recognise
flashes of her mordant wit' Times
This book traces the chronological development of Atwood's
global reputation from Canadian nationhood to world-wide
politics and from the role of women to gender identity.
Chapters offer a comprehensive overview of her poetry,
novels, shorter fiction, children's books, criticism and
experimental multi-genre work. There are more detailed
analyses of Atwood's most influential writing, from her first
novels such as Surfacing and The Edible Woman, through
the works that ensured her international reputation such as
The Handmaid's Tale, Cat's Eye and The Robber Bride, to
her most recent work, Alias Grace and Oryx and Crake.
Wynne-Davies presents these works through an overall
understanding of Atwood's intelligence, humour, linguistic
dexterity, breadth of vision and ethical integrity.
An alphabetized volume on women writers, major titles,
movements, genres from medieval times to the present.
The volume is an edited collection of essays on the impact of
English Canadian literature in Spain. Its relevance is related
to the importance of the Spanish language in global
publishing. By analyzing more than 100 sources, this volume
covers areas that go from the institutional side of the SpanishAnglo-Canadian exchange to the official acknowledgement of
authors like Margaret Atwood and Alice Munro by the Spanish
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literary system
This new edition includes most of the essays that have made
The Broadview Reader one of the most popular first-year
textbooks in Canada, and adds 18 fresh selections. As
before, essays are gathered into groups by topic, but the
editors also provide alternative tables of contents by rhetorical
patterns and devices, and by chronology. Each selection is
followed by a wide range of questions and suggestions for
discussions, and the reader also includes a glossary and
biographical notes. Most of the new selections are of recent
vintage, but in recognition of the degree to which “modern”
issues often have a long and honourable history, the editors
have also added several selections by nineteenth-century
writers. Also, the reader now includes a full section on
“Women in Society.” The book’s balance of Canadian and
non-Canadian writers has been maintained, as has the range
of different styles and different essay lengths that are
included. In all, the new edition includes 80 selections.
Whether you are a member of a book club, or simply reading
'Alias Grace' for pleasure, this clear and concise guide,
written by a specialist in literature, will greatly enhance your
reading experience. A comprehensive guide to Margaret
Atwood's acclaimed novel 'Alias Grace', this discussion aid
includes a wealth of information and resources: useful literary
and historical context; an author biography; a plot synopsis;
analyses of themes & imagery; character analysis; thirty-six
thought-provoking discussion questions; recommended
further reading and even a quick quiz. For those in book
clubs, this useful companion guide takes the hard work out of
preparing for meetings and guarantees productive discussion.
For solo readers, it encourages a deeper examination of a
multi-layered text.
This collection of essays focuses on Canadian history and its
legacies as represented in novels and films in English and
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French, produced in Canada mainly in the 1980s and 1990s.
The approach is both cross-cultural and interdisciplinary,
aiming at articulating Canadian differences through a
comparison of anglophone and francophone cultures,
illustrated by works treating some of the different groups
which make up Canadian society – English-Canadian,
Québecois, Acadian, Native, and ethnic minorities. The
emphasis is on the problematic representation of
Canadianness, which is closely bound up with constructions
of history and its legacies – dispossession, criminality,
nomadism, Gothicism, the Maritime. The English/French
language difference is emblematic of Canadian difference;
the two-part arrangement, with one section on Literature and
the other on Film, sets up the pattern of relationships
between the two forms of cultural representation that these
essays explore. Essays in the Literature section are on single
texts by such writers as: Margaret Atwood, Tomson Highway,
Ann-Marie MacDonald, Anne Michaels, and Alice Munro;
Gabrielle Roy, Anne Hébert, Antonine Maillet, Bernard
Assiniwi, and Régine Robin. The Film section with its mirror
structure both supplements and amplifies this dialogue,
extending notions of Canadianness with its emphasis on
voices from Quebec and Acadia traditionally ‘othered’ in
Canadian history. Filmmakers treated include: Phillip Borsos,
Atom Egoyan, Ted Kotcheff, Mort Ransen, and Vincent Ward;
Denys Arcand, Gilles Carle, Alanis Obomsawin, Léa Pool,
and Jacques Savoie.
Essay from the year 2019 in the subject Communications Movies and Television, grade: 1,7, , course: Gender in Film
and the Visual Arts, language: English, abstract: The
ambiguity of Grace herself is especially interesting about this
series. Therefore, my attempt is to first analyze the narrative
style, especially concerning the different timelines as well as
Grace’s unreliability and ambiguity as a character and
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narrator. Furthermore, I will connect this way of narrating to
Grace’s quilting which is omnipresent in the series and can
be read as another form of communication and narration
especially for women at a time where they usually had to stay
silent. With a rather powerful voice-over begins the telling of
Grace Marks, by that time a 33-year-old maid that was
convicted of murdering her former employer Thomas Kinnear
and his house keeper Nancy Montgomery together with the
stable boy James McDermott. While he gets hanged, Grace
is sentenced to life imprisonment. Now, 15 years after her
conviction, psychologist Dr. Simon Jordan is hired to talk to
Grace to find out if she really was guilty of the murders or not.
These are true events that took once place in 1843 and then
were adopted for a novel written by Margaret Atwood: Alias
Grace. Based on this novel the canadian US-American
Drama-mini-series Alias Grace, written by Margaret Atwood
and Sarah Polley and directed by Mary Harron, was released
in 2017. It is the story of Grace Marks, the question of her
innocence and guilt, that is constantly being asked by Dr.
Jordan as well as the audience.
Margaret Atwood's novel Alias Grace is based on the murder
of Thomas Kinnear and his mistress Nancy Montgomery in
1843. Kinnear's manservant was hung for the crime, but the
execution of his supposed accomplice Grace Marks, owing to
her "feeble sex" and "extreme youth," was commuted to life.
The entire event excited widespread interest although few
agreed that justice had been served. Some denounced Grace
as a cunning demon, others considered her a terrorized victim
of circumstance and pleaded for mercy. These opinions were
influenced by various political and religious agendas of the
day as well as by Victorian views on gender, class and
justice. Little concrete evidence was identified, and journalists
contradicted one and other. Everyone who ever set pen to
paper on the subject of Grace seems to have been intensely
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subjective. In In Search of Alias Grace, Margaret Atwood
describes her own search for the facts, what she found out,
what eluded her grasp and how this process shaped her
novel.
Suggesting that politics and power are at the center of
Margaret Atwood's fiction, Theodore F. Sheckels examines
Atwood's novels from The Edible Woman to The Year of the
Flood. Whether her treatment is explicit as in Bodily Harm
and The Handmaid's Tale or by means of an exploration of
interiority as in Cat's Eye and The Robber Bride, Atwood's
persistent concern is with how the empowered act towards
those who are constrained within the political, economic and
social institutions that facilitate power dynamics. Sheckels
identifies an increasing sophistication in Atwood's exposition
of power over time that is revealed in the later novels'
engagement with social class, postcolonialism, and a
globalism that merges science and commerce as issues
relevant to politics and power. Acknowledging that Atwood is
not a political theorist but a novelist, Sheckels does not
suggest that her work should be viewed as political
commentary but rather as a creative treatment of the laudable
but ultimately only partially successful ways in which women
and other groups resist the constraints placed on them by
institutionalized oppression.
From Anglo-Saxon runes to postcolonial rap, this
undergraduate textbook covers the social and historical
contexts of the whole of the English literature.

This edition of "The Canadian Encyclopedia is the
largest, most comprehensive book ever published in
Canada for the general reader. It is COMPLETE: every
aspect of Canada, from its rock formations to its rock
bands, is represented here. It is UNABRIDGED: all of the
information in the four red volumes of the famous 1988
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edition is contained here in this single volume. It has
been EXPANDED: since 1988 teams of researchers
have been diligently fleshing out old entries and
recording new ones; as a result, the text from 1988 has
grown by 50% to over 4,000,000 words. It has been
UPDATED: the researchers and contributors worked
hard to make the information as current as possible.
Other words apply to this extraordinary work of
scholarship: AUTHORITATIVE, RELIABLE and
READABLE. Every entry is compiled by an expert.
Equally important, every entry is written for a Canadian
reader, from the Canadian point of view. The finished
work - many years in the making, and the equivalent of
forty average-sized books - is an extraordinary
storehouse of information about our country. This book
deserves pride of place on the bookshelf in every
Canadian Home. It is no accident that the cover of this
book is based on the Canadian flag. For the proud truth
is that this volume represents a great national
achievement. From its formal inception in 1979, this
encyclopedia has always represented a vote of faith in
Canada; in Canada as a separate place whose natural
worlds and whose peoples and their achievements
deserve to be recorded and celebrated. At the start of a
new century and a new millennium, in an increasingly
borderless corporate world that seems ever more hostile
to nationaldistinctions and aspirations, this "Canadian
Encyclopedia is offered in a spirit of defiance and of faith
in our future. The statistics behind this volume are
staggering. The opening sixty pages list the 250
Consultants, the roughly 4,000 Contributors (all experts
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in the field they describe) and the scores of researchers,
editors, typesetters, proofreaders and others who
contributed their skills to this massive project. The 2,640
pages incorporate over 10,000 articles and over
4,000,000 words, making it the largest - some might say
the greatest - Canadian book ever published. There are,
of course, many special features. These include a map
of Canada, a special page comparing the key statistics of
the 23 major Canadian cities, maps of our cities, a
variety of tables and photographs, and finely detailed
illustrations of our wildlife, not to mention the colourful,
informative endpapers. But above all the book is
"encyclopedic" - which the "Canadian Oxford Dictionary
describes as "embracing all branches of learning." This
means that (with rare exceptions) there is satisfaction for
the reader who seeks information on any Canadian
subject. From the first entry "A mari usque ad mare "from sea to sea" (which is Canada's motto, and a good
description of this volume's range) to the "Zouaves (who
mustered in Quebec to fight for the beleaguered Papacy)
there is the required summary of information, clearly and
accurately presented. For the browser the constant
variety of entries and the lure of regular cross-references
will provide hours of fasination. The word "encyclopedia"
derives from Greek expressions alluding to a grand
"circle of knowledge." Our knowledge has
expandedimmeasurably since the time that one mnd
could encompass all that was known.Yet now Canada's
finest scientists, academics and specialists have distilled
their knowledge of our country between the covers of
one volume. The result is a book for every Canadian who
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values learning, and values Canada.
Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject English
Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 1,3
(A), 11 entries in the bibliography, language: English,
abstract: Next, as we're Servants, Masters at our Hands
Expect Obedience to all just Commands; [...] Purchas'd
by annual Wages, Cloaths and Meat, Theirs is our Time,
our Hands, our Head, our Feet: We think, design and act
at their Command, And, as their Pleasure varies, walk or
stand [...].'1 This stanza of the poem 'Servitude', written
by footman Robert Dodsley in 1728 incorporates the
common image of the ideal servant at that time - and this
may seem rather shocking to a reader at the beginning
of the 21st century. Nowadays, handing over such a
large part of an individual's personal freedom to a
'master' seems very problematic or even unthinkable.
Especially to let one's 'Head' be 'purchas'd' and to think
at another person's 'Command', that is to give up one's
freedom of thought, contradicts basic human rights,
which are highly valued in today's society. It becomes
clear that servitude implies more than just dusting
portraits, polishing silver and setting tables - namely
restrictions of individual rights, of personal life and
consequently of the servant's sense of self. This topic
has recently not only been discussed within historical
and sociological research but also treated in film and
literature, examples being Robert Altman's Gosford Park,
Alias Grace by Margaret Atwood, Marianne
Frederiksson's Hannah's Daughter and Margaret
Foster's Lady's Maid. The butler Stevens is the
protagonist in Kazuo Ishiguro's novel The Remains of
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the Day. He tells about his service in a distinguished
English manor, Darlington Hall, during the first half of the
20th century. Stevens's life in servitude is characterised
by the complete lack of a personal realm. By examining
the character Stevens, I want to determine which effects
this incompatibility of self and service has on the
individual. To begin with, I will bri
Seminar paper from the year 2001 in the subject
American Studies - Literature, grade: 1,7 (A-), http:
//www.uni-jena.de/ (Institute for Anglistics/American
Studies), course: Aspects of the 'Crime Novel' in Canada
and Austalia, 7 entries in the bibliography, language:
English, abstract: With her recent novel Alias Grace
Margaret Atwood has turned to the field of historical
writing. In her novel which is set in 19th century Canada
the female protagonist Grace Marks is a convicted
murderess who is accused of having killed her master
Thomas Kinnear and his mistress, another servant of the
house, Nancy Montgomery. At the time Grace was
sentenced to death and it was only her claimed madness
that saved her from the gallows. When Simon Jordan
decides he wants to study Grace's case and cure her
from her amnesia, Grace tells him her life story and also
the event of the crime is again being brought up, though
Grace cannot remember the crime scene itself or having
committed the crime. Even though a murder has been
committed as one can expect in a crime novel and we
can only but assume that Grace has had some part in it,
the crime is not the focus of the novel, but rather Grace's
story and what we as readers make of it. The novel goes
to explore Grace's life, her story telling and therewith her
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personality. It is left to the reader to decide whether or
not he believes Grace story and accepts her as being
innocent. In what way this quest for the truth goes with
the notion of a crime novel, shall be investigated in this
paper
Memory plays an integral part in how individuals and
societies construct their identity. While memory is usually
considered in the context of a stable, unchanging
environment, this collection of essays explores the
effects of immigration, forced expulsions, exile,
banishment, and war on individual and collective
memory. The ways in which memory affects cultural
representation and historical understanding across
generations is examined through case studies and
theoretical approaches that underscore its mutability.
Memory and Migration is a truly interdisciplinary book
featuring the work of leading scholars from a variety of
fields across the globe. The essays are collaborative,
successfully responding to the central theme and
expanding upon the findings of individual authors. A
groundbreaking contribution to an emerging field of
study, Memory and Migration provides valuable insight
into the connections between memory, place, and
displacement.
In this lively study of the development and transformation
of voices of female offenders in nineteenth-century
England, Anne Schwan analyzes a range of colorful
sources, including crime broadsides, reform literature,
prisoners' own writings about imprisonment and
courtroom politics, and conventional literary texts, such
as Adam Bede and The Moonstone. Not only does
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Schwan demonstrate strategies for interpreting
ambivalent and often contradictory texts, she also
provides a carefully historicized approach to the work of
feminist recovery. Crossing class lines, genre
boundaries, and gender roles in the effort to trace
prisoners, authors, and female communities (imagined or
real), Schwan brings new insight to what it means to
locate feminist (or protofeminist) details, arguments, and
politics. In this case, she tracks the emergence of a
contested, and often contradictory, feminist
consciousness, through the prism of nineteenth-century
penal debates. The historical discussion is framed by
reflections on contemporary debates about prisoner
perspectives to illuminate continuities and differences.
Convict Voices offers a sophisticated approach to
interpretive questions of gender, genre, and discourse in
the representation of female convicts and their voices
and viewpoints.
Margaret Atwood is one of the most popular and
enduring literary novelists of the late twentieth century.
This introduction covers Atwood's work from the 1970s
to the present, drawing out her recurring themes of
Canadian identity and the wilderness, the representation
of women and female bodies and history and its
narration. Winner of the Margaret Atwood Society Best
Book in 1997, the second edition is thoroughly revised
and updated and includes four new chapters covering
Atwood's recent novels Alias Grace and The Blind
Assassin, her 2002 book on writing Negotiating with the
Dead and her latest novel Oryx and Crake, published in
2003.
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A collection of new essays on the multi-talented
Canadian writer Margaret Atwood.
Intended To Serve The Academic Needs Of The Students Of
English Literature, The Companion Is An Ultimate Literary
Reference Source, Providing An Up-To-Date, Comprehensive
And Authoritative Biographies Of Novelists, Poets,
Playwrights, Essayists, Journalists And Critics Ranging From
Literary Giants Of The Past To Contemporary Writers Like
Peter Burnes (1931-2004), Anthony Powell (1905-2000),
Patrick O Brian (1914-2000), Iris Murdoch (1919-1999),
Grace Nicholas (1950- ) And Douglas Adams (1952-2001).
Over The Last Few Decades English Literary Canon Has
Become Relatively More Extensive And Diverse. In
Recognition Of The Significance Of The New Literatures In
English, Special Emphasis Has Been Given On The Writers
Of These Literatures. In Addition, The Indian Writers Writing
In English Have Been Given A Prominent Place In The Book,
Thereby Making It Particularly Useful For The Students Of
Indian English Literature. The Companion Is Unique Of Its
Kind As It Gives A Broad Outline Of The Story And Not
Merely A Brief Account Of The Plot Structure Of A Literary
Work So As To Enable The Students To Have A Fairly Good
Idea Of The Story. Likewise, Before Getting Down To The
Writings Of An Author, The Companion Provides An
Invaluable And Authoritative Biographical Note Believing That
An Author S Biography Facilitates Proper Understanding Of
His/Her Contributions.On Account Of Its Clear And Reliable
Plot Summaries And Descriptive Entries Of Major Works And
Literary Journals And Authentic Biographical Details, The
Companion Is A Work Of Permanent Value. It Is Undoubtedly
An Indispensable And Path-Breaking Handy Reference Guide
For All Those Interested In Literatures In English Produced In
The United Kingdom, The United States, Canada, Australia,
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Africa, The Caribbean, India And Other Countries.
UGC NTA NET/JRF English Previous Year Solved Papers
2007-2019 (34 Papers Included) Table of Contents 1.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2019 Subject English Paper-II 2.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2018 Subject English Paper-II 3.
NET/JRF Exam, July-2018 Subject English Paper-II 4.
NET/JRF Exam, November-2017 Subject English Paper-II 5.
NET/JRF Exam, November-2017 Subject English Paper-III 6.
NET/JRF Exam, January-2017 Subject English Paper-II 7.
NET/JRF Exam, January-2017 Subject English Paper-III 8.
NET/JRF Exam, July-2016 Subject English Paper-II 9.
NET/JRF Exam, July-2016 Subject English Paper-III 10.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2015 Subject English Paper-II 11.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2015 Subject English Paper-III
12. NET/JRF Exam, June-2015 Subject English Paper-II 13.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2015 Subject English Paper-III 14.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2014 Subject English Paper-II 15.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2014 Subject English Paper-III
16. NET/JRF Exam, June-2014 Subject English Paper-II 17.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2014 Subject English Paper-III 18.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2013 Subject English Paper-II 19.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2013 Subject English Paper-III
20. NET/JRF Exam, June-2013 Subject English Paper-II 21.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2013 Subject English Paper-III 22.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2012 Subject English Paper-II 23.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2012 Subject English Paper-III
24. NET/JRF Exam, June-2012 Subject English Paper-II 25.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2012 Subject English Paper-III 26.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2011 Subject English Paper-II 27.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2011 Subject English Paper-II 28.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2010 Subject English Paper-II 29.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2010 Subject English Paper-II 30.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2009 Subject English Paper-II 31.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2009 Subject English Paper-II 32.
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NET/JRF Exam, December-2008 Subject English Paper-II 33.
NET/JRF Exam, June-2008 Subject English Paper-II 34.
NET/JRF Exam, December-2007 Subject English Paper-II
Syllabus English NET JRF UNIVERSITY GRANTS
COMMISSION NET BUREAU NET SYLLABUS Subject:
English Code No. : 30 Unit –I : Drama Unit –II : Poetry Unit
–III : Fiction, short story Unit –IV : Non-Fictional Prose NOTE:
The first four units must also be tested through
comprehension passages to assess critical reading, critical
thinking and writing skills. These four units will cover all
literatures in English. Unit –V : Language: Basic concepts,
theories and pedagogy. English in Use. Unit –VI : English in
India: history, evolution and futures Unit –VII : Cultural
Studies Unit –VIII : Literary Criticism Unit –IX : Literary Theory
post World War II Unit –X : Research Methods and Materials
in English
Exploring how Margaret Atwood’s fiction reimagines the
figure of the detective and the nature of crime, Jackie Shead
shows how the author radically reworks the crime fiction
genre. Shead focuses on Surfacing, Bodily Harm, Alias
Grace, The Blind Assassin, Oryx and Crake and selected
short fiction, showing the ways in which Atwood’s
protagonists are confronted by their own collusion in
hegemonic assumptions and thus are motivated to
investigate and expose crimes of gender, class and
colonialism. Shead begins with a discussion of how Atwood’s
treatment of crime fiction’s generic elements, particularly
those of the whodunit, clue puzzle and spy thriller, departs
from convention. Through discussion of Atwood’s metafictive
strategies, Shead also examines Atwood’s techniques for
activating her readers as investigators who are offered an
educative process parallel to that experienced by some of the
author’s protagonists. This book also marks a significant
intervention in an ongoing debate among Atwood critics that
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pits the author’s postmodernism against her ethical and
humanistic concerns.
Written in clear, jargon-free prose, this introductory text charts
the variety of novel writing in English in the second half of the
twentieth century. An engaging introduction to the Englishlanguage novel from 1950-2000 (exclusive of the US).
Provides students both with strategies for interpretation and
with fresh readings of selected seminal texts. Maps out the
most important contexts and concepts for understanding this
fiction. Features readings of ten influential English-language
novels including Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale,
Kazuo Ishiguro’s Remains of the Day and Chinua Achebe's
Things Fall Apart.
About the book: Postcolonial English Literatute that has
gained wide currency as a theoretical as well as critical
approach to postmodernist literature in English owed much to
writings of Chinua Achebe and Nadine Gordimer who were
the trendsetters. Since then it has been growing in rapid
number and many writers alongwith theorists like Edward
Said, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Bill Ashcroft and Homi K
Bhabha from across the globe have started writing their
theory as well as literature. Writers from Africa and the
Caribbean, South Asia, mostly from Indian subcontinent, New
Zealand, England and Ireland are taking interest in this area
of study. Now the area of postcolonial English literature has
become so broad and ever-expanding that the task of
encompassing it in an anthology has become a tough work.
Still the present anthology is an endeavour from the part of
authors and contributors to comprise the ever-widening area
of postcolonial English literature into twenty one well written
chapters of different perspectives which the authors hopefully
see serve the window through which the glimpses of many
unexplored regions of this area of study will be caught. About
the Editor: Dipak Giri- M.A. (Double), B.Ed. - is a Ph. D.
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Research Scholar in Raiganj University, Raiganj, Uttar
Dinajpur (W.B.). He is working as an Assistant Teacher in
Katamari High School (H.S.), Cooch Behar, West Bengal. He
is an Academic Counsellor in Netaji Subhas Open University,
Cooch Behar College Study Centre, Cooch Behar, West
Bengal. He was formerly Part-Time Lecturer in Cooch Behar
College, Vivekananda College and Thakur Panchanan Mahila
Mahavidyalaya, West Bengal and worked as a Guest Lecturer
in Dewanhat College, West Bengal. He has the credit of
qualifying U.G.C.-N.E.T. two times. He has attended
seminars on national and state levels sponsored by U.G.C.
Along with this book on Postcolonial English Literature, he
has also edited two books on Indian English drama, entitled
Indian English Drama: Themes and Techniques and Indian
English Novel, entitled Indian English Novel: Styles and
Motives. He is a well-known academician and has published
many scholarly research articles in books and journals of both
national and international repute. His area of studies includes
Post-Colonial Literature, Indian Writing in English, Dalit
Literature, Feminism and Gender Studies.
William Shakespeare is defined by his tragedies. This title
includes full-length critical essays that take up the Bard's
tragic dramas, offering perspectives on the fated lives of King
Lear, Hamlet, Macbeth, Antony, and Cleopatra, and the many
other vibrantly flawed personages he introduced to the world
stage.
In her study of Margaret Atwood, Ellen McWilliams explores
how the Bildungsroman has been appropriated by women
writers in the second half of the twentieth century. Early works
by Atwood are placed in dialogue with more recent novels,
thus furthering our
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